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Two finite-difference schemes for calculation
of Bingham fluid flows in a cavity

E. A. MURAVLEVA� and M. A. OLSHANSKII�
Abstract — Two finite-difference schemes are proposed in the paper for the calculation of a vis-
cous incompressible Bingham fluid flow. The Duvaut–Lions variational inequality is considered as
a mathematical model of the medium. One of the finite-difference schemes is a generalization of the
well-known MAC scheme on staggered grids. The other scheme uses one grid for approximation of all
velocity components and another grid for all components of the rate of deformation tensor and pres-
sure. A special stabilizing term is introduced into this scheme, which provides stability and preserves
the second order of convergence of the scheme. Additional consistency conditions for grid opera-
tors are introduced, which are necessary for the correctness of the difference method. The numerical
solution of the problem of the Bingham fluid flow in a cavity is considered as a model example.

1. Introduction

There are many materials in nature and industry exhibiting the behaviour of the
Bingham medium. For example, these are fresh concrete, geomaterials (argillaceous
soil, oil-bearing materials, mudflow, magma), colloid solutions, powder mixtures,
lubricants, metals under pressure treatment, blood in a capillary, foodstuffs, tooth-
paste. Such medium below a certain stress value behaves as a rigid body and above
this level behaves as an incompressible fluid. Therefore, construction of efficient nu-
merical methods for the calculation of Bingham media flows is an important prob-
lem attracting the attention of many researches (see, e.g., [8] and the references
therein).

Let Ω be a bounded connected domain in Rn;n = 2;3; Γ be the boundary of
the domain. The isothermal flow of an incompressible visco-plastic medium (Bing-
ham medium or Bingham fluid) during the time interval (0;T ) is described by the
following system of equations and constitutive relations:

ρ

�
∂v

∂ t
+(v �∇)v�= div �σσσ + f in Ω� (0;T ) (1.1)

∇ �v = 0 in Ω� (0;T ) (1.2)�Moscow M. V. Lomonosov State University, Moscow 119992, Russia
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the Cauchy stress tensor σσσ can be written down as

σi j =�p �δi j +τττ i j

where p is the pressure, τττ is the stress tensor satisfying the relations

τi j = 2µDi j(v)+ τs
Di j(v)jD(v)j ; jD(v)j 6= 0

(1.3)jτττ j6 τs; jD(v)j = 0:
System (1.1)–(1.3) has to be supplied with initial and boundary conditions. For the
sake of simplicity, we consider only the Dirichlet boundary conditions:

v(0) = v0 in Ω; ∇ �v0 = 0 (1.4)

v = vB on Γ� (0;T ); Z
Γ

vB(t) �ndΓ = 0 8 t 2 (0;T ) (1.5)

where n is the outward unit normal vector at Γ. Equations (1.1)–(1.5) utilize the
standard notations: ρ and µ are positive constants (ρ is density and µ is the viscosity
coefficient), τs > 0 is the yield stress of the Bingham medium, v is the unknown
velocity field, f is the given field of external forces, D(v) = (1=2) [∇v+(∇v)T ℄ is
the rate of deformation tensor andjD(v)j= ∑

16i; j6n

jDi j(v)j2!1=2 :
Note that if τs = 0, system (1.1)–(1.5) is reduced to the Navier–Stokes system

modelling the isothermal flow of an incompressible viscous Newtonian fluid. In
the case τs > 0 system (1.1)–(1.5) holds in the flow domain (i.e., D(v) > 0) and,
generally speaking, has no sense in the rigid zone Ω0:

Ω0 = �fx; tg 2 Ω� (0;T) jD(v)(x; t) = 0
	: (1.6)

Constitutive relations (1.3) are equivalent to the following:

Di j(v) =8<:�1� τsjτττj� τi j

2µ
; jτττ j> τs

0; jτττ j6 τs:
If τs > 0, then the flow may have zones where the medium behaves as a rigid body
(rigid zones). For an increasing τs these zones expand and for a sufficiently large
τs block the flow. If both flow types exist, we can speak of the presence of a ‘yield
surface’. This surface divides two domains with different types of the motion of
material.
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Thus, a special character of visco-plastic flow problems is the need to solve
equations in domains with unknown boundaries. This fact complicates the con-
struction of efficient methods. The main difficulty in numerical simulation of a
visco-plastic flow is connected with the singularity of relations (1.3) and impos-
sibility to determine stresses in the domains where the rate of deformation equals
zero. In order to overcome these difficulties, various modifications (regularizations)
of the Bingham medium model have been introduced. For example, the medium is
considered as a nonlinear viscous fluid (without a yield surface):

τi j = ηε(jDj)Di j; ε � 1

where ηε(jDj)! η(jDj) for ε ! 0. The most popular models are the Bercovier–
Engelman [2]

ηε = 2µ + τs

�
1[ε2 + jDj2℄1=2

�
and the Papanastasiou model [20]

ηε = 2µ + τs

 
1� e�jDj=εjDj ! :

Besides the smooth regularized models, a model with piecewise-constant viscos-
ity (‘biviscosity’) [19] is widely used. The regularized models have shortcomings.
Thus, for ε ! 0 (i.e., when the model approximates the Bingham medium) numeri-
cal methods for regularized models become less efficient and the computation time
grows rapidly. Another drawback of a regularized model is the following: if the
right-hand side function f in (1.1) is less than some nonzero critical value, there is
no flow in the domain for the Bingham medium, but in regularized models a flow
always exists although with small velocities. In the case of an unsteady problem, a
regularized model may represent the behaviour of the solution for t !∞ incorrectly,
[8]. Moreover, the notion of a rigid zone is not defined for regularized models and
the presence of a rigid zone is introduced by the condition of small deformations or
by the Mises condition (jτττj= τs).

One may consider variational methods as alternatives for regularized models.
The application of the theory of variational inequalities to problems of Bingham
fluid flows was presented in [9]. Numerical methods for solution of variational in-
equalities for Bingham media have been developed in [12] and [13], these methods
are based on a nonregularized Bingham model and Lagrange multipliers. Initially
the approach based on regularization was widely used by engineers. One reason
is that numerical methods based on variational inequalities require a multiple so-
lution of saddle-point systems for finding an approximate solution to a variational
inequality at each time step, whereas a regularized system, which is a less ade-
quate mathematical model of the medium, is suitable for application of splitting
schemes. Nevertheless, considerable progress in numerical methods for saddle-point
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problems in the past two decades (see, e.g., review [1]) makes the approach based
on variational inequalities more and more attractive. The growing interest in this
method is confirmed by numerous recent publications, see, e.g., [16, 22, 23, 25–27]
and review [8].

Numerical simulation of Bingham media traditionally uses the finite element
method for discretization. However, the inclusion of Bingham models (along with
other non-Newtonian models of continuous media) as part of hydrodynamic pack-
ages requires attention to finite difference and finite volume methods, which are
traditional in computational fluid dynamics. In this paper we consider the nonreg-
ularized model of the Bingham medium based on variational inequalities. Two dif-
ference schemes are constructed for determination of an approximate solution. One
of the difference schemes is a generalization of the well-known MAC scheme on
staggered grids. The MAC scheme was first proposed for the calculation of Navier–
Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid and its description can be found in
most books on computational fluid dynamics, see, e.g., [10]. The second scheme
uses one grid (the same nodes) for approximation of all components of the velocity
and another grid for all components of the rate of deformation tensor and pressure.
This scheme is more convenient from the implementation viewpoint and also for
specification of boundary conditions. Thus, in the three-dimensional case the first
scheme requires to handle data structures on seven different grids, whereas the sec-
ond scheme requires only two grids. However, the scheme on non-staggered grids is
unstable in the sense of Ladyzhenskaya–Babuska–Brezzi. In order to overcome this
difficulty, we introduce a special stabilizing term providing stability of the scheme
and retaining the second order of convergence in the L2 norm for the velocity and
the first order of convergence in the L2 norm for the pressure. The stabilized scheme
can be used both in the two- and three-dimensional cases.

Note that using a nonregularized Bingham model, it is not quite clear how to
apply the finite difference method for approximation of variational inequalities.
Therefore, the following approach seems reasonable: first we write down an iter-
ative process for finding the saddle point of the full Lagrangian of the problem in a
differential form. Further, we construct finite-difference schemes for discretization
of the corresponding auxiliary differential problems appearing at each step of the
method. It has been established that an additional condition of the consistency of
the difference operators is required for the correctness of the method.

A numerical solution of the Bingham flow problem in a cavity is considered as
a model example in the paper. The obtained results (velocity and pressure fields and
rigid zones) are in good agreement with those known from the literature.

2. Variational statement and iterative process

Duvaut and Lions [9] have proved that any solution to nonlinear system (1.1)–
(1.5) satisfies the following variational problem: determine v(t); p(t) 2 (H1(Ω))n�
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L2(Ω) so that for each t 2 (0;T ) the following relations hold:

ρ

Z
Ω

∂v

∂ t
� (u�v(t))dx+ρ

Z
Ω
(v(t) �∇)v(t) � (u�v(t))dx+µ

Z
Ω

∇v(t)∇(u�v(t))dx+p
2g

Z
Ω

�jD(u)j� jD(v(t))j�dx> Z
Ω

f(t) � (u�v(t))dx 8u 2 UB (2.1)

∇ �v(t) = 0 in Ω (2.2)

v(0) = v0 (2.3)

v(t) = vB(t) on Γ (2.4)

UB = �u 2 (H1(Ω))n ju = vB on Γ;∇ �u = 0
	: (2.5)

It was also shown there that the solution to (2.1)–(2.5) may be formally considered
as the solution to (1.1)–(1.5). Thus, problem (2.1)–(2.5) is the variational statement
for (1.1)–(1.5) and in this case it automatically includes the problem on the yield
surface. The pressure can be introduced into the variational statement as a Lagrange
multiplier corresponding to the restriction ∇ � (u�v(t)) = 0.

Suppose the flow is stationary and slow, i.e., we can neglect the convective terms
and the terms including ∂v=∂ t. Then the variational statement takes the form

µ
R

Ω ∇v : ∇(u�v)dx+ τs

R
Ω jD(u)j� jD(v)jdx> Z

Ω
f � (u�v)dx 8 u 2 UB (2.6)

∇ �v = 0 (2.7)

v = vB on Γ: (2.8)

Introduce the following functional:

J(u) = µ

Z
Ω
jD(u)j2dx+ τs

Z
Ω
jD(u)jdx�2

Z
Ω

f �udx :
It was proved in [9] that the solution v to problem (2.6)–(2.8) is the minimum point
of the functional J on UB:

v = arg min
u2UB

J(u) :
The main difficulty in finding the numerical solution to variational problem

(2.6)–(2.8) is the nondifferentiability of the term
R

Ω jD(v)jdx. Several ways to over-
come this difficulty were proposed in [12]. The method of Lagrange multipliers is
widespread. The basic idea of this approach consists in separation of ‘nonlinear-
ity’ and ‘differentiation’ performed in the following way. Introduce an independent
variable γγγ = D(v) 2 Q, where Q = fq j q 2 (L2(Ω))n�n; qT = qg. Define the La-
grangianL (v;γγγ ;τττ) = µ

Z
Ω
jγ j2dx+ τs

Z
Ω
jγγγ jdx+Z

Ω
(D(v)�γγγ) : τττ dx�2

Z
Ω

f �v dx
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where τττ 2 Q is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the restriction γγγ = D(v),
τττ can be interpreted as the deviator of the stress tensor. Then the solution v is the
saddle point ofL , i.e., it is the solution to the problem

min
γγγ ;v max

τττ
L (v;γγγ ;τττ):

For some fixed τττ and γγγ , the Lagrangian is not coercitive with respect to the variable
v. Therefore, in calculations we use the penalty method with respect to the restric-
tion γγγ�D(v) = 0. To do that, define the extended LagrangianLr : (H1(Ω))2�Q�
Q ! R Lr(v;γγγ ;τττ) =L (v;γγγ ;τττ)+ r

Z
Ω
jD(v)�γγγj2dx; r > 0: (2.9)

The extended Lagrangian is coercitive with respect to v for all r > 0. Therefore,
for fixed τττ and γγγ we can minimize Lr over v on UB in spite of the fact that this
operation is practically impossible for r = 0. For solution of problem (2.6)–(2.8),
an iterative method was proposed in [13] for determination of the saddle point ofLr. The algorithm presented below can be considered as an analogue of Uzawa’s
method for linear problems with a saddle point.

Let arbitrary γγγ0;τττ0 be given. For n = 0;1;2; : : : we successively perform the
following steps. Determine vn+1 2UB so thatLr(vn+1;γγγn;τττn)6Lr(u;γγγn;τττn) 8 u 2 UB:
Further, find γγγn+1 so thatLr(vn+1;γγγn+1;τττn)6Lr(vn+1;µµµ ;τττn) 8 µµµ 2 Q:
Finally, set

τττn+1 := τττn +2r̃n(D(vn+1)�γγγn+1): (2.10)

Using variational analysis, the algorithm can be rewritten in the following form (see
[13]).

Algorithm (A):

Step 1. Assuming γγγn and τττn are known, determine vn+1 and pn+1 as the solution to
the problem �r4vn+1 +∇pn+1 = div (τττn�2rγγγn)+ f (2.11)

∇ �vn+1 = 0 (2.12)

vn+1
��
Γ
= vB: (2.13)

Step 2. Calculate γγγn+1 as

γγγn+1 :=8<:0; jτττn +2rD(vn+1)j< τs�
1� τsjτττn +2rD(vn+1)j�τττn +2rD(vn+1)

2(r+µ) otherwise:
(2.14)
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Step 3. Calculate τττn+1 according to (2.10).

If kτττn+1�τττnk> ε for some given ε > 0, then go to Step 1.

The convergence of the algorithm is guaranteed by theorems from [13] for all
r > 0. Concerning the choice of the parameters r̃n, most of the papers known to the
authors use the value r̃n = r=2 for all n. Then the main advantage of this algorithm
is that the determination of the saddle point of a nondifferentiable functional is
reduced to a sequence of standard problems. Steps 2 and 3 are reduced to explicit
pointwise calculations. The first step requires the solution of the Stokes equation.
Thus, this is a standard problem and can be numerically solved by a number of
efficient methods [1, 21].

3. Two difference schemes

As was mentioned in the introduction, numerical modelling of Bingham media
based on a nonregularized model and variational inequalities mostly uses the finite
element method for discretization. In this paper we use two difference schemes for
this purpose. One of the difference schemes is a generalization of the well-known
MAC scheme on staggered grids. The second scheme uses the same grid (the same
nodes) for approximation of all velocity components.

Direct discretization of system (1.1)–(1.3) is difficult, because the domain ΩnΩ0

where the equations of the system are satisfied is initially unknown. Therefore, it is
reasonable to construct a difference scheme directly for approximate problems ap-
pearing at Steps 1–3 of the algorithm from the previous section. Note that a similar
approach was also used in [26, 27] for the construction of a discretization by the
finite volume method. Applying this technique, we encounter the following effect.
In some cases the difference solution clearly depends on the choice of a particular
value of the parameter r. The parameter r is not present in the original statement of
the problem and is auxiliary. Therefore, such dependence can hardly be assumed ac-
ceptable. Below, in Lemma 3.1 we present the condition sufficient for the difference
solution not to depend on the parameter r.

Let ∆h, div h, Dh, ∇h approximate the vector differential operators and ∇h� ap-
proximate the (scalar) divergence operator in the corresponding spaces of the grid
functions and tensor functions. Consider the system of difference equations

∇h �τττh +∇h ph = fh (3.1)

∇h �vh = 0 (3.2)

vhjΓ = vB (3.3)
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and constitutive relations

τττh = 2µDh(vh)+ τs

Dh(vh)jDh(vh)j ; jDh(vh)j 6= 0 (3.4)jτττhj6 τs; jDh(vh)j= 0:
Examples of difference spaces and operators which assign a specific meaning to sys-
tem (3.1)–(3.4) will be presented below in this section. Now we prove the following
result.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose system of difference equations and constitutive relations

(3.1)–(3.4) has only one solution. Let the following condition hold:

∆h = 2div hDh on Ker(∇h�): (3.5)

Let the difference analogue of Algorithm (A) possess the property kτττn+1
h �τττn

hk = 0

for some sufficiently large n. Then the sequence of difference functions vn+1
h ; pn+1

h ;
τττn+1

h has a limit which does not depend on the parameter r > 0 and satisfies the
system (3.1)–(3.4).

Proof. The equality kτττn+1
h �τττn

hk= 0 and (2.10) imply

Dh(vn+1
h ) = γγγn+1

h : (3.6)

Due to (2.12), we have vh 2 Ker(∇h�). Therefore, system (2.11)–(2.13) together
with equalities (3.5) and (3.6) imply

∇h �τττn
h +∇h pn+1

h = fh (3.7)

∇h �vn+1
h = 0 (3.8)

vn+1
h jΣ = vB: (3.9)

For convenience sake, introduce the following notation:

Th = τττn
h +2rDh(vn+1

h ): (3.10)

Taking into account (3.6), from (2.14) we get

Dh(vn+1
h ) :=8<:0; jThj< τs�

1� τsjThj� Th

2(r+µ) otherwise:
This relation is equivalent to the following:

Th = 2(µ + r)Dh(vn+1
h )+ τs

Dh(vn+1
h )jDh(vn+1
h )j ; jDh(vn+1

h )j 6= 0jThj6 τs; jDh(vn+1
h )j= 0:
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According to (3.10), we get

τττn
h = 2µDh(vn+1

h )+ τs
Dh(vn+1

h )jDh(vn+1
h )j ; jDh(vn+1

h )j 6= 0

(3.11)jτττn
hj6 τs; jDh(vn+1

h )j= 0:
Thus, the difference solution vn+1

h ; pn+1
h ;τττn

h satisfies the system of difference equa-
tions and determining relations (3.7)–(3.9), (3.11), which is equivalent to (3.1)–
(3.3), (3.4). Now the assertion of the theorem follows from the assumption of the
uniqueness of the difference solution to (3.1)–(3.1), (3.4).

It is well known (see, e.g., [14]) that for stability of discretization methods solv-
ing Navier–Stokes equations for an incompressible viscous fluid the fulfillment of
the so-called LBB condition (Ladyzhenskaya–Babuska–Brezzi) is important. Below
we discuss this condition, as well as consistency condition (3.5) in more detail for
each of the considered schemes. Since the Bingham model is in some sense a gen-
eralization of the Navier–Stokes model and the Stokes problem is auxiliary in the
iterative method considered here, the check of stability in the sense of fulfillment of
the LBB condition is a necessary step of the construction of a difference scheme.

3.1. Scheme on staggered grids

Consider Ω = (0;1)2. Assume hx = N�1
1 and hy = N�1

2 for given natural N1, N2.
Define the following grid domains:

Ω̄1 = fxi j = ((i+1=2)hx; jhy) j i = 0; : : : ;N1�1; j = 0; : : : ;N2g
Ω̄2 = fxi j = (ihx;( j+1=2)hy) j i = 0; : : : ;N1; j = 0; : : : ;N2�1g
Ω3 = fxi j = (ihx; jhy) j i = 1; : : : ;N1�1; j = 1; : : : ;N2�1g
Ω4 = fxi j = ((i+1=2)hx;( j+1=2)hy) j i = 0; : : : ;N1�1; j = 0; : : : ;N2�1g:

The mutual position of these grids is illustrated in Fig. 1. Define the spaces of the
components of the velocity grid functions

U0
h = fui j := u(xi j) j xi j 2 Ω̄1; u0; j = u0;N1�1 = ui;0 = uN2;0 = 0g

V 0
h = fvi j := v(xi j) j xi j 2 Ω̄2; v0; j = v0;N1

= vi;0 = vN2�1;0 = 0g:
By Uh, Vh we denote the spaces of the grid functions determined only at the ‘internal’
points of Ω1 and Ω2. The pressure space is

Ph = npi j := p(xi j) j xi j 2 Ω3; ∑
i; j

pi j = 0
o

Further, (1,1) and (2,2) components of the rate of deformation tensor (γkk
h = fγkk

i j g)

and the deviator of the stress tensor (τkk
h = fτkk

i j g, k = 1;2) are given on the grid Ω3,
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Figure 1. Staggered grids.

whereas mixed (nondiagonal) components γkl
h = fγkl

i j g;τkl
h = fτkl

i j g, k 6= l, are given
on the grid Ω4. Denote the corresponding space of the grid functions by Qh. Thus,
γγγh 2 Qh and τττh 2 Qh.

Define the finite-difference analogues of differential operators; ∆h : U0
h �V 0

h !
Uh�Vh is the standard five-point approximation of the Laplace operator on the grids
Ω1 and Ω2. The grid operators of the gradient ∇h : Ph !Uh�Vh and the divergence

∇h� : U0
h �V 0

h ! Ph are(∇h ph)i; j = �
pi+1; j � pi; j

hx

; pi; j+1 � pi; j

hy

�
(3.12)(∇h �vh)i; j = ui; j �ui�1; j

hx

+ vi; j � vi; j�1

hy

: (3.13)

The grid operators of the vector divergence div h : Qh !Uh �Vh and of the rate of
deformation tensor Dh : U0

h �V 0
h ! Qh are given in the following way:(div hτττh)i; j =  

τ11
i+1; j � τ11

i; j

hx

+ τ12
i; j � τ12

i; j�1

hy

; τ21
i; j � τ21

i�1; j

hx

+ τ22
i; j+1� τ22

i; j

hy

!
(3.14)(D11

h vh)i; j = ui; j �ui�1; j

hx

; (D22
h vh)i; j = vi; j � vi; j�1

hy

on Ω3 (3.15)(D12
h vh)i; j = (D21

h vh)i; j = ui; j+1 �ui; j

2hy

+ vi+1; j � vi; j

2hx

on Ω4: (3.16)

Note that relation (2.14) for the calculation of γγγh requires the values of jτττh +
2rDh(vh)j at the same grid nodes where the corresponding components of τττh and
Dh are determined. In order to determine the missing components, we use simple
averaging over four points. For example, calculating γ11

i; j , we have to determine τ12
h
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and D12
h at a point xi; j 2Ω3. We set

D12
h (x) = D21

h (x) = 1

4
(D12

i; j +D12
i+1; j +D12

i; j+1 +D12
i+1; j+1)

τ12
h (x) = τ21

h (x) = 1

4
(τ12

i; j + τ12
i+1; j + τ12

i; j+1 + τ12
i+1; j+1); x 2 Ω3:

We similarly calculate auxiliary values at intermediate points for D11
h , D22

h , τ11
h , τ22

h .

The LBB stability condition for this scheme can be written in the following way.
Let h�; �i and k � k denote the Euclidean scalar product and norm in Rn , respectively.
Suppose 0 < c 6 hxh�1

y 6C with some absolute constants c and C. There exists a

constant C0 > 0 not depending on h = maxfhx;hyg and such that

sup
vh2Uh�Vh

hph;∇h �vhih�∆hvh;vhi1=2
>C0kphk 8 ph 2 Ph: (3.17)

The validity of this condition was proved in [15]. Consider the operator Sh = ∇h �
∆�1

h ∇h. It is easy to check that Sh is a selfconjugate (with respect to h�; �i) operator
on Ph and inequality (3.17) is equivalent to

C0Ih 6 Sh (3.18)

where Ih is the identity operator on Ph. Estimate (3.18) plays the key role for fast
convergence of many iterative methods for the Stokes problem.

It was shown in [18] that for the Stokes problem the scheme has the first order
of convergence in grid analogues of the H1 norm for the velocity and of the L2 norm
for the pressure. In practice, the second order of convergence is observed in the L2

norm for the velocity. It is worth noting that the first order of approximation of the
boundary conditions for v can be improved up to the second order [10]. The known
results concerning the convergence for the Stokes problem and the second order
of approximation of differential operators in (3.14)–(3.16) on the corresponding
grids and averaging operators allow us to expect the convergence of the solution of
the finite-difference Bingham problem to the solution of the differential problem.
It remains to check the well-posedness conditions from Lemma 3.1. Indeed, the
validity of (3.5) is checked by direct calculations.

3.2. Difference scheme of non-staggered grids

A scheme where the approximation of all velocity components and the rate of de-
formation tensor components uses non-staggered grids appears more attractive from
the viewpoint of implementation convenience and approximation of boundary con-
ditions. Below we construct such a scheme and discuss the way to overcome diffi-
culties arising from the LBB instability of that scheme.
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As in the previous section, consider Ω=(0;1)2 and assume hx =N�1
1 ; hy =N�1

2 .
Define the following grid domains:

Ω̄1 = �
xi j = (ih1; jh2) j i = 0; : : : ;N1; j = 0; : : : ;N2

	
Ω2 = n

xi j = ��i+ 1

2

�
h1;� j+ 1

2

�
h2

� j i = 0; : : : ;N1�1; j = 0; : : : ;N2�1
o:

Define the spaces of the components of velocity and pressure grid functions:

U0
h = �

ui; j = (ui j ;vi j) := (u(xi j);v(xi j))jxi j 2 Ω̄1;u0; j = u0;N1
= ui;0 = uN2;0 = 0

	
Ph = �

pi j := p(xi j)jxi j 2 Ω2;∑
i; j

pi j = 0
	:

By Uh we denote the spaces of the grid vector functions determined only at ‘internal’
points of Ω1. All components of the rate of deformation tensor (γγγh = fγγγ i jg) and

the deviator of the stress tensor (τττh = fτττ i jg) are given on the grid Ω2. Denote the
corresponding space of the grid tensor functions by Qh.

Define the grid operators of the gradient ∇h : Ph ! Uh and divergence ∇h� :
U0

h ! Ph:(∇h ph)i; j = �
pi; j � pi�1; j + pi; j�1� pi�1; j�1

2hx

; pi; j � pi; j�1 + pi�1; j � pi�1; j�1

2hy

�(∇h �vh)i; j = ui+1; j+1 �ui; j+1 +ui+1; j �ui; j

2hx

+ vi+1; j+1 � vi+1; j + vi; j+1� vi; j

2hy

:
The grid operators of vector divergence div h : Qh !Uh and the rate of deformation
tensor Dh : U0

h ! Qh are defined in the following way:(div hτττh)i; j =  
τ11

i; j � τ11
i�1; j + τ11

i; j�1� τ11
i�1; j�1

2hx

+ τ12
i; j � τ12

i; j�1 + τ12
i�1; j � τ12

i�1; j�1

2hy

;
τ21

i; j � τ21
i�1; j + τ21

i; j�1� τ21
i�1; j�1

2hx

+ τ22
i; j � τ22

i; j�1 + τ22
i�1; j � τ22

i�1; j�1

2hy

!(D11
h vh)i; j = ui+1; j+1 �ui; j+1 +ui+1; j �ui; j

2hx(D22
h vh)i; j = vi+1; j+1 � vi+1; j + vi; j+1� vi; j

2hy(D12
h vh)i; j = (D21

h vh)i; j = ui+1; j+1 �ui+1; j +ui; j+1�ui; j

4hy+vi+1; j+1� vi; j+1 + vi+1; j � vi; j

4hx

:
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The approximation of the Laplace operator is needed to satisfy the condition of
consistency for the operators ∆h, div h, Dh, and ∇h� from Lemma 3.1. For xh such
that ∇h �vh = 0 one can easily verify:

∇h � (Dhvh)i; j = 1

4h2
1

(vi+1; j+1 �2vi; j+1 + vi�1; j+1 +2vi+1; j �4vi; j+2vi�1; j + vi+1; j�1�2vi; j�1 + vi�1; j�1)+ 1

4h2
2

(vi+1; j+1 +2vi; j+1 + vi�1; j+1�2vi+1; j �4vi; j�2vi�1; j + vi+1; j�1 +2vi; j�1 + vi�1; j�1)=: (∆hvh)i j:
Note that for h1 = h2 = h, from the nine-point approximation we obtain the so-called
‘shift’ approximation:(∆hvh)i; j = vi�1; j�1 + vi+1; j�1 + vi+1; j+1 + vi�1; j+1�4vi; j

2h2
: (3.19)

Note that in the case of the common five-point stencil for ∆h, numerical solutions
of the problem with fixed τs and µ actually demonstrate the dependence of the
difference solution on r (this is primarily indicated by the sizes of the rigid zones).

The scheme constructed here is LBB-unstable for the Stokes problem. Indeed,
it is sufficient to notice that the grid gradient operator has a nontrivial kernel in the
space Ph:

Ker(∇h) = span(p1; p2); p1
i; j = (�1)i+ j �1; p2

i; j = (�1)i+ j+1�1

therefore, the operator Sh has a nontrivial kernel in Ph and inequality (3.18) holds
only for C0 = 0. Therefore, the finite difference LBB stability condition (3.17) does
not hold. Moreover, in the three-dimensional case the dimension of the kernel grows
with a decreasing h (see [17]). This is the reason why the schemes on non-staggered
grids are less popular than the schemes on staggered grids in computational fluid dy-
namics for incompressible fluids. Note that some authors (see [6] and the references
therein) use non-staggered grids together with splitting schemes for the calculation
of viscous incompressible flows. A special term has been introduced in those papers
into equations for the pressure; this term is in some sense equivalent to adding a
biharmonic operator to the continuity equation. The magnitude of this term depends
both on the spatial mesh size and the time step. This poses the smallness condition
onto the time step, which makes this method not very attractive for the calculation
of steady or slowly varying flows. In this paper we propose another stabilization
approach for the scheme on non-staggered grids.

The similar issue of the LBB instability appears in the finite element method
applied to the Stokes problem; for example, when one uses polynomials of the same
degree for approximation of u and p. In this case stabilized methods are constructed
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on the basis of the variational Petrov–Galerkin method and the obtained schemes
possess stability and the optimal order of convergence. As the result, LBB-unstable
finite elements have become widespread in practice and have a substantial mathe-
matical foundation, see, e.g., review [5] and the references therein.

In recent paper [4], a method of stabilization of LBB-unstable elements of a low
order was proposed, which was not explicitly based on a variational statement of the
Stokes problem. Since the considered difference schemes have analogies with finite
element methods of low orders (in particular, this was used in [18] for analysis of
convergence of the MAC scheme), it is reasonable to adapt this approach to stabi-
lization of a difference scheme on non-staggered grids. Thus, it is natural to asso-
ciate the difference scheme considered in this section with the finite element method
Q1�Q0 (piecewise-bilinear approximation for velocity and piecewise-constant ap-
proximation for pressure) with respect to the grid Ω1. This finite element method is
LBB-unstable. A mathematical base for the construction of stable schemes is the va-
lidity of the following ‘weak’ LBB inequality for elements Q1�Q0 (see [4, 11, 24]):

sup
uh2Uh

(ph;∇ �uh)k∇uhk >C0kphk�C1

�
h∑

τ

Z
τ
[ph℄2ds

�1=2 8 ph 2 Ph (3.20)

with some constants C0;C1 not depending on h. In the latter term the summation is
taken over all internal faces (or edges in the case Ω 2 R2 ) of the triangulation ele-
ments, [ph℄ denotes the jump in ph over a face. Thus, the stabilization of the method
is reduced to the addition (in one or another way) of the term �G(p), such that

G(p) > h1=2k[ph℄τk to the Lagrangian of the problem; and the approximation or-
der of the scheme on smooth solutions remains possibly optimal. It has been shown
in [4] that for stabilization of Q1 �Q0 elements it is sufficient to augment the La-
grangian with the term �R

Ω(p�Πp)2 dx; where Π is some operator of local inter-
polation from Ph into the space of piecewise-bilinear functions.

For stabilization of the scheme on non-staggered grids, we define an operator
Πh : Ph ! Rh, where Rh is the space of grid functions determined on Ω̄1. Let xi j 2
Ω̄1. Denote

ω(xi j) = fxkl 2 Ω2 j jxkl � xi jj= (h2
x +h2

y)1=2=2g
then (Πh ph)i j = jω(xi j)j�1 ∑

xkl2ω(xi j) pkl :
The operator Πh can be considered as the grid ‘interpolation’ of a function given
on the grid Ω2 by a function given on the grid Ω1. Πh can be naturally defined in
the case of nonuniform grids. Let Π�

h be the adjoint operator with respect to the
Euclidean scalar product. Assume

Gh := (Ih�Π�
hΠh); Gh : Ph ! Ph:

In the nonstabilized scheme on non-staggered grids the continuity equation ∇ �v= 0
is approximated on the grid Ω2 in the following way:

∇h �vh +Ghph = 0:
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For the scheme constructed here, the system of algebraic equations for solving the
Stokes problem (Step 1 in the algorithm from Section 2) takes the form�

A B

BT �C

��
v
p

�=�f
g

� :
The matrix is sparse and has a block structure. By analogy with (3.18), the stability
condition for the stabilized scheme can be written in the operator form:

C0Ih 6 ∇h �∆�1
h ∇h�Gh on Ph (3.21)

or in the matrix form C0I 6 BA�1BT +C with some constant C0 > 0 not depending
on h.

Below we present the results of numerical experiments for the Stokes problem
demonstrating that the proposed scheme is stable and has the second order of con-
vergence for u and the first order of convergence for p in the grid analogue of the
L2-norm. Mathematical analysis of this scheme including checking of (3.21) will be
the subject of a separate paper. Here we only point out the following simple property
of the operator Gh, which can be verified by direct calculations.

Lemma 3.2. Let the grid be uniform, then Gh = 1
4
h2∆

p
h ; where ∆

p
h is some ap-

proximation of the Laplace operator on a nine-point stencil with Neumann boundary

conditions of the second order on Ω2.

4. Numerical results

Consider the Stokes problem on (0;1)2 with known analytic solutions:

v = � 1

4π2
(1� cos2πx)sin 2πy; 1

4π2
sin2πx(1� cos 2πy)�

p = 1

π
sin 2πxsin 2πy

(4.1)

and

v =�1� cos

�
2π(eR1x�1)

eR1 �1

��
sin

�
2π(eR2y�1)

eR2 �1

�
R2

2π

eR2y(eR2 �1)
u = sin

�
2π(eR1x�1)

eR1 �1

��
1� cos

�
2π(eR2y�1)

eR2 �1

��
R1

2π

eR1x(eR1 �1)
p = R1R2 sin

�
2π(eR1x�1)

eR1 �1

�
sin

�
2π(eR2y�1)

eR2 �1

�
eR1xeR2y(eR1 �1)(eR2 �1) (4.2)

for R1 = 4:2985;R2 = 0:1. The solution from (4.2) imitates a ‘vortex’ in the cavity,
the center of the vortex has the coordinates x = (1=R1) log((exp(R1)+ 1)=2), y =
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Table 1.

Convergence of the difference solution and the number of iterations, example (4.1).

h jehjL2

jehjL2je2hjL2

log2
jehjL2je2hjL2

jrhjL2

jrhjL2jr2hjL2

log2
jrhjL2jr2hjL2

#iter

Scheme 1 (MAC)

h = 1
16 1:37�10�3 3.61 1.85 4:57�10�2 1.97 0.97 16

h = 1
32 3:79�10�4 3.79 1.92 2:31�10�2 1.99 0.9 19

h = 1
64 9:98�10�5 1:16�10�2 25

Scheme 2 (non-staggered grids)

h = 1
16 1:24�10�3 3.68 1.88 4:43�10�2 1.99 0.99 15

h = 1
32 3:37�10�4 3.86 1.95 2:22�10�2 2.00 1.00 15

h = 1
64 8:73�10�5 1:11�10�2 16

Table 2.

Convergence of the difference solution and the number of iterations, example (4.2).

h jehjL2

jehjL2je2hjL2

log2
jehjL2je2hjL2

jrhjL2

jrhjL2jr2hjL2

log2
jrhjL2jr2hjL2

#iter

Scheme 1 (MAC)

h = 1
16 1:29�10�3 3.78 1.91 4:81�10�2 1.95 0.96 20

h = 1
32 3:41�10�4 3.87 1.95 2:46�10�2 1.98 0.98 26

h = 1
64 8:80�10�5 1:24�10�2 29

Scheme 2 (non-staggered grids)

h = 1
16 1:35�10�3 3.86 1.94 4:83�10�2 1.97 0.97 19

h = 1
32 3:49�10�4 3.93 1.97 2:45�10�2 1.99 0.9 19

h = 1
64 8:88�10�5 1:23�10�2 20

Table 3.

The number of nonlinear iterations

(h = 1=32, r = 1).

τs 1 2 5

scheme 1 165 345 487
scheme 2 152 307 498
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Figure 2. Isobars, streamlines, and rigid zones for τs = 1 (top). Isobars and rigid zones for τs = 5
(left, bottom), streamlines and rigid zones for τs = 2 (right, bottom). The scheme on non-staggered
grids, h = 1=64.(1=R2) log((exp(R2)+1)=2). Thus, near the right part of the boundary the solution
has a boundary layer (see [3]).

Tables 1 and 2 present the norms of the errors in the velocity eh = vjΩ1
� vh

and in the pressure rh = pjΩ2
� ph for the MAC scheme and the stabilized scheme

on non-staggered grids and also the number of iterations in the Uzawa – conjugate
gradient method necessary for decreasing the residual norm up to 10�9 (the method
consists in solution of the equation for the pressure with the matrix BA�1BT +C (for
Scheme 1 C = 0) by the method of conjugate gradients. The system of equations
with the matrix A is solved exactly at each step). For Scheme 2 we note the second
order of convergence for the velocity and the first order for the pressure and also the
fact that the number of iterations in the Uzawa-CG method does not actually depend
on the mesh size. In general the results for the stabilized scheme on non-staggered
grids are not worse than for the MAC scheme.

The fulfillment of the consistency condition for the operators ∆h, divh, Dh, and
∇h� from Lemma 3.1 and the optimal convergence order of the scheme for the linear
problem allow us to use these schemes for the calculation of the Bingham model.
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Figure 3. Profiles of u(0:5;y) for various τs (left) and streamlines for τs = 3 (right). The scheme on
staggered grids, h = 1=64.

As a numerical test for Bingham media, consider the problem of a flow in a
cavity. Assume Ω = (0;1)� (0;1), f = 0, the boundary conditions are given as

vB(x) :=(0; x 2 ΓnΓBf16(x2
1(1� x1)2);0g; x 2 ΓB

where ΓB = fx j x = (x1;x2); 0 < x1 < 1; x2 = 1g. This problem is a standard test in
computational fluid dynamics. Our choice of the nonzero horizontal velocity com-
ponent corresponds to the so-called regularized cavity problem. In order to obtain a
numerical solution, we use the algorithm from Section 2. The number of iterations
necessary to satisfy the given criterion (kτττn+1 �τττnk < 10�4) is approximately the
same for both difference schemes and essentially grows under an increasing yield
point τs, see Table 3. In each iteration of the method we solve the Stokes problem
by the iterative method from the previous section.

In order to determine rigid zones in the obtained difference solution, we apply
the Mises criterion (jτττ j = τs). Figure 2 shows the rigid zones and streamlines for
various values of the yield limit τs. Figure 3 (left) shows the profile of the first
velocity vector component along the line x = 0:5 for various values of τs. Figure 3
(right) presents pressure isolines for τs = 2. The results obtained by schemes 1 and 2
do not visually differ. Thus, the results in Fig. 2 are obtained by using the difference
scheme on non-staggered grids and those in Fig. 3 are obtained using staggered
grids. The form and shape of the rigid zones obtained in our calculations are in good
agreement with the results from [8, 16, 23]; the velocity profiles match the results of
[25]. We think that the ‘superposition’ of the streamlines of the obtained solutions
onto the central rigid zone is not physical. But the same pattern is observed in the
results presented in [8, 16, 25]. This can be probably explained by the approximation
error permitting a (very slow) flow within the rigid zones.
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